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## EIB GLOBAL – at a glance

### What is new?
- Dedicated **capital** and P&L
- Dedicated **organization**
- Dedicated **governance**

### Associated reforms
- Increased **local presence**
- Increased **cooperation & partnerships** (“Team Europe”)

### Building on existing strengths
- **Policy first** – the EU Bank
- **Reliability** – 60 years of operations
- **Expertise** – technical & financial
Benefits of EIB GLOBAL

- **Full EU policy alignment** through involvement of EU external policy and development stakeholders

- Better tailored business model for operations in partner countries:
  - Differentiated strategies and dedicated risk appetite
  - Local presence to enhance dialogue with national partners and increase impact, built around recruitment of local talent and based in EU delegations where possible
  - Closer collaboration with DFIs of EU Member States and MDBs

- Increased synergies within EFAD

- Safeguarding synergies with EIB’s EU operations
Going forward in 2022: EIB GLOBAL’s priorities

All EIB activities outside the EU aligned with the three overarching EFSD+ priorities:

- Global Gateway
- Green Deal
- Jobs & sustainable and inclusive Growth

Lending, blending, advising
- EIB expertise & global reach
- EIB financial strength
- Impact measurement

Team Europe approach
- Partner country priorities
- Cooperation with EC and DFIs
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